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"Ahbah ahbah ahmen rah:
Ahbah ahbah ahmen rah:
Ahbah ahbah ahmen rah: h.h. . .  .
Something or other very quick"
I never heard anything so triumphant.
Biala and the patient New Yorker in the days of our early
acquaintance used to puzzle me by saying that what made
Judaism lovely was the triumphant, the gay, or the intimate
joy of the Jewish feasts and holidays. „ .  . Whereas Christian
Church festivals were dim, depressed, mortified, or cruelly
Puritan celebrations befitting the followers of the figure of
an agonized, wounded, blood-streaked Jew screaming on a
wooden cross . . . hanging, as it were, on the wall at a
Church Sunday Social.
It used to puzzle me. I could gather from their dim
reminiscences of dim Polish or Ukranian pasts that the life
in ghettoes of the orthodox Jew of the Northern Rite must
have had its muted, candle-lit GemuethlichkeiL „ . . I'm
sorry, there's no other word. ... A sort of homely, warm,
relaxed domesticity in the shadows of great danger . . . with
a certain wealth of food and sacramental wines and citrus
fruits and spices, underlaid with the gleam of illuminated
scrolls of the law. . . . And I had even heard them sing the
Kol Nidrei and the Ha Tikoa—the latter the Jewish National
Anthem. Neither was what you would call exactly gay . - .
and the Ha Tikoa no more inspiriting than the National
Anthem of the South or that of the French RoyaKsts or the
Wen wlad wy Nadhau of the conquered Welsh. . . .
But when I thought of Easter Sunday, which has always
seemed to me to be the gayest day of all time in all the
regions of the earth . . . and the most peaceful and the
most sunny and blessed. ... I thought they were talking
rather nonsense. . . „ The heart knoweth its own bitterness;
It knows also what makes it glad . * . but not what rejoices
the heart of any other soul. The Proven£al will always be
thinking that all North Americans are Sadie gangsters or
Big Business Men. The North American will always think
the Provengaux are all dirty and lice-covered and stinking
of garlic. . . . And it can't be helped and does not matter

